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Abstract

Large language models (LLMs) have exhibited
an array of reasoning capabilities but face chal-
lenges like error propagation and hallucination,
particularly in specialised areas like finance,
where data is heterogeneous, and precision is
paramount. We explore the potential of lan-
guage model augmentation with external tools
to mitigate these limitations and offload cer-
tain reasoning steps to external tools that are
more suited for the task, instead of solely de-
pending on the LLM’s inherent abilities. More
concretely, using financial domain question-
answering datasets, we apply supervised fine-
tuning on a LLAMA-2 13B CHAT model to
act both as a task router and task solver. The
task router dynamically directs a question to
either be answered internally by the LLM or
externally via the right tool from the tool set.
Our tool-equipped SFT model, RAVEN, demon-
strates an improvement of 35.2% and 5.06%
over the base model and SFT-only baselines,
respectively, and is highly competitive with
strong GPT-3.5 results. To the best of our
knowledge, our work is the first that investi-
gates tool augmentation of language models
for the finance domain.1

1 Introduction

Augmenting Large Language Models (LLMs) with
tools has emerged as a promising approach to
further complement LLMs’ capabilities with spe-
cialised mechanisms, leading to improved accuracy
and reliability (Schick et al., 2023; Yao et al., 2023).
This approach offloads tasks, fully or partially, to
a deterministic offline tool such as a python inter-
preter (Gao et al., 2023), calculator (Cobbe et al.,
2021), knowledge base (Borgeaud et al., 2022),
or online APIs of models and services (Yao et al.,
2023; Qin et al., 2023; Shen et al., 2023).

This paradigm holds particular appeal in fields
demanding precision, such as finance (Yang et al.,
2023) and healthcare (Luo et al., 2022; Singhal

1Code, model, and data: https://raven-lm.github.io

et al., 2022). Specifically, the specialised termi-
nology within the finance domain and the diverse
range of data sources, encompassing both struc-
tured and unstructured data, along with the com-
plex numerical reasoning requirements across such
heterogeneous sources, render it an ideal candidate
for potential improvements through tool augmenta-
tion. Nevertheless, there has been limited research
dedicated to this specialised domain.

A satisfying review of existing works on tool
augmentation of LLMs is beyond the scope of
this work; however, this space can be divided into
two primary directions: (1) approaches that re-
quire an LLM at the center and uses few-shot in-
context learning to either provide tool and API
documentations, or demonstrations that involve
tool use (Hsieh et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023; Shen
et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023), and (2) approaches
that build fine-tuned smaller LMs under a static
tool use protocol (Schick et al., 2023), or through
expensive annotations collected from commercial
LLMs (Chen et al., 2023; Yao et al., 2023).

In this work, our primary focus lies in demon-
strating the potential of tool augmentation within
the finance domain. Acknowledging the utmost
significance of privacy concerns within the fi-
nancial sector, we have chosen to adopt a fully
offline approach, equipping a language model
with diverse tool utilisation mechanisms. More
concretely, we employ Parameter Efficient Fine-
Tuning (PEFT) (Hu et al., 2022; Houlsby et al.,
2019) to equip a LLAMA 2 13B CHAT (Touvron
et al., 2023) with tool use capabilities. Our ap-
proach differs from previous research in two sig-
nificant ways. First, we do not rely on costly anno-
tations of training examples produced by commer-
cial language models. Second, we enhance existing
question-answering training datasets by incorporat-
ing instructions and merge data representing var-
ious tasks. This approach instructs the model to
adapt dynamically and determine the most appro-
priate mechanism (either internal or tool-based) to
address each specific query.
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How much was the included change in fair value of 
the company's servicing asset included in its servicing 
fees?
GreenSky, Inc. NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL 
STATEMENTS (Continued) (United States Dollars in 
thousands, except per share... 
{"header": ["", "", "Year Ended December 31,", ""], 
"rows": [["", "2019", "2018", "2017"], ["Merchant fees", 
"$361,755", "$297,776", "$234,548"],... 

What is the average of External Systems Hardware 
gross profit?
The Systems gross profit margin decrease year to year 
was driven by the mix away from IBM Z and margin 
declines in Power Systems and Storage Systems.... 
{"header": ["($ in millions)", "", "", ""], "rows": [["For the 
year ended December 31:", "2018", "2017", "Yr.-to-Yr. 
Percent/ Margin Change"], ... 

Which team started 2010?
{"header": ["Season", "Series", "Team Name", "Races", 
"Poles","Wins", "Points", "FinalPlacing"], "rows": [[ "2002", 
"FormulaRenault 2.0 Brazil", ... 

Determine the sentiment of the following. 
Metsa-Botnia will finance the payment of dividends , the 
repayment of capital and the repurchase of its own 
shares with the funds deriving from its ... 

information 
extraction

arithmetic

script

classification

30,459

(2590+2893) / 2 

neutral

calculator

SQL engine

30,459

2741.50

RC3 Bassani Racing

neutral

RAVEN

Task Type Tool Activation Outputs

SELECT ( [TeamName] )
FROM data_table WHERE 
 LOWER ( [ Season ] ) =

LOWER ( ‘2010’ )

Task 
Router

Task Solver

Figure 1: RAVEN Inference Flow. Using the language model the Task Router infers the optimal task format to use
conditioned on the given prompt. The Task Solver re-formats the instruction according to the selected template by
the task router and sends it to the language model again. The pipeline will branch between serving the response
directly or calling a tool API to perform an intermediate evaluation before serving the final output.

Our model, RAVEN, achieves significant im-
provements in reasoning over structured data. For
example, compared to the base model we demon-
strate a lift in exact match accuracy of 63.8%
(21.68% → 85.52%) on the WIKI-SQL (Xu et al.,
2018). Despite being much smaller in size, RAVEN
also outperforms GPT-3.5 on all benchmarks with
an absolute average accuracy lift of 9.2%.

2 RAVEN

We use the LLAMA 2 13B CHAT (Touvron et al.,
2023) model as the backbone and fine-tune it using
Low Rank Adaptation (LORA) (Hu et al., 2022). In
this section we provide training details of RAVEN.
The overall architecture of RAVEN is shown in
Figure 1.

2.1 Fine-tuning Data

We use a mixture of four financial and generic struc-
tured and unstructured question-answering datasets.
We provide a brief summary in below.

TAT-QA. Consists of questions generated by finan-
cial experts associated with hybrid contexts drawn
from real-world financial reports (Zhu et al., 2021).
The questions typically require a range of data ex-
traction and numerical reasoning skills, including
multiplication, comparison, sorting, and their var-
ious combinations. Apart from the answer, TAT-
QA also provides the derivation, where applicable,
which proves beneficial for offloading the calcu-
lation to an external tool, as will be explained in
§2.2.

Financial PhraseBank. Consists of phrases de-
rived from English news on listed companies in
OMX Helsinki (Malo et al., 2014). The dataset
contains phrase-level annotation by financial mar-
kets experts, that categorise each sample sentence
as either positive, negative, or neutral, from an
investor’s standpoint. This dataset is relevant be-
cause sentiment analysis models trained on general
datasets do not perform well in specialised domains
due to the unique vocabulary found in financial
texts, which often do not rely on easily identifiable
positive or negative words (Araci, 2019).

Wiki-SQL. Consists of manually annotated crowd
sourced examples of natural language questions
and SQL queries over tables found on Wikipedia
(Zhong et al., 2017). Whilst this is not specifically
a financial domain dataset its relevancy is in the
availability of the script that produces the answer.
Similar to the derivation in the TAT-QA dataset this
script is crucial to steer our model to use a tool
instead of producing the answer directly.

OTT-QA. Similar to TAT-QA, this dataset consists
of questions over tabular data and unstructured text
across diverse domains (Chen et al., 2021). The
majority of questions necessitate multi-hop infer-
ence involving both forms of data. The dataset’s
relevance lies in its omission of derivation or in-
termediate steps, which poses a challenge for the
model to infer the correct answer.

Data splits. Among the four datasets, FPB2 and

2https://github.com/vrunm/
Text-Classification-Financial-Phrase-Bank
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OTT-QA3 lack a published test split. TAT-QA4 has
a test split without gold labels. WikiSQL5 provides
a public test set. We used the WikiSQL test split,
and for the other 3 datasets generated random 80-
10-10 splits (available here). Table 1 summarises
the statistics of the datasets.

2.2 Tools

RAVEN is equipped with two external offline tools:
a calculator and a SQL engine. The Calculator is
instantiated in a python interpreter and is used to
evaluate well-formed arithmetic expressions. The
API expects one input representing the arithmetic
expression and returns the evaluated result. The
Lightweight SQL engine is an API capable of ex-
ecuting SQL scripts on relational data. The API
expects two inputs, (1) a string representation of
the structured data and (2) a SQL script. The API’s
lightweight database engine converts structured
data from its textual form to the engine’s relational
representation and converts data types where appli-
cable. The SQL script is executed on this represen-
tation and the API returns the result.

2.3 Instruction Tuning

Inspired by Wang et al. (2023) and Taori et al.
(2023) we engineer various templates for SFT in-
struction tuning. In general, we require to extract
up to four key attributes from the original datasets.
These are (1) instruction that describes the task to
perform, for example, "Determine the sentiment of
the following phrase", or the question "What is the
percentage change in revenue after the adoption
of ASC 606?" (2) input that provides more context
such as the phrase to classify or a passage, (3) data
that accompanies the context in tabular format, (4)
derivation that produces the answer or expected
response. The instruction and one of derivation or
response are mandatory, whilst the other attributes
are included if applicable.

To ensure training diversity, our model is trained
on a combination of all available training data.
Based on the data, we craft different templates de-
pending on which tool the model should choose or
if the model should directly answer the question on
its own (i.e., to train the Task Solver in Figure 1).
We also automatically generate another dataset, that
supplements the above question-answer dataset for
training our model to select the appropriate tem-
plate based on the context (i.e., to train the Task

3https://github.com/wenhuchen/OTT-QA
4https://nextplusplus.github.io/TAT-QA/
5https://github.com/salesforce/WikiSQL

Router in Figure 1). Refer to appendix C for tem-
plate examples.

2.4 Inference
During inference, we follow a two-step process
with RAVEN. First, we employ a specialised tem-
plate choice prompt to determine the most suit-
able prompt template (from "arithmetic," "classifi-
cation," "script," or "information extraction") based
on the input. Next, we wrap the instruction, in-
cluding the input and relevant data, in the inferred
prompt template and send it to RAVEN for gen-
erating the subsequent output. Depending on the
selected template, the Task Solver either activates
a tool to fulfil the request or directly produces the
response.

We discuss the inference behaviour when each
of these templates are used. For Script the model
is expected to produce a well-structured SQL script.
In this scenario, the structured data table provided
in the prompt is temporarily loaded in memory us-
ing a lightweight database engine, and the script
execution on the table produces the output. For
Arithmetic the model is expected to predict a well
formed arithmetic expression. This expression is
evaluated by a calculator and the resulting value
passed as output. The Information Extraction
template instructs the model that there is informa-
tion included in structured form that needs to be
considered before producing the answer. In this
case no tool is used and the model is expected to
infer the correct output based solely on the infor-
mation in the prompt. The Classification template
is used when the prediction of the model should be
taken as-is.

3 Experiments

We compare with the base LLAMA 2 13B CHAT
with and without SFT6. We also report GPT-3.57

(5-shot), GPT-3.5 (Chain-of-Thought (Wei et al.,
2022)) and GPT-3.5 (5-shot + Tools). The SFT
model trained with tool use is denoted as RAVEN.
When tool use fails due to ill-formed arguments
we have a fallback mechanism to produce the an-
swer by the SFT model, denoted as BACKOFF. For
training details and hardware, see Appendix B. We
evaluate the models using exact match. The task
router has determined the correct type 100% of the
time, except for TAT-QA where the accuracy was
90.62%.

6To steer the base model into producing a short answer
we add "Output the answer only with no explanation." to the
prompt.

7gpt-3.5-turbo
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STATISTICS MODELS

Dataset Train Dev Test GPT-3.5 (COT) GPT-3.5 (5-SHOT) +TOOLS LLAMA2 +SFT RAVEN +BACKOFF

TAT-QA 10,477 1,162 1,278 19.23% 34.06% 46.82% 10.91% 37.87% 51.35% 52.27%
OTT-QA 10,273 1,115 1,247 5.55% 14.55% 14.60% 6.18% 20.10% 16.03% 16.03%
Wiki-SQL 12,782 1,391 1,536 32.07% 53.00% 75.88% 21.68% 74.38% 84.25% 85.52%
FPB 3,413 382 421 44.18% 70.07% 71.73% 66.03% 90.97% 91.92% 91.92%

Table 1: The data statistics and experimental results (Exact Match) of various benchmarks and models. The best
results are in bold. GPT-3.5 results are based on 5-shots. SOTA is based on previously published results.

3.1 Main Results

The results are summarised in Table 1. Compared
to the base model, RAVEN significantly improves
the results on the PhraseBank dataset by an ab-
solute 25.9%. On the Wiki-SQL dataset the base
model is unable to infer the correct answer almost
80% of the time. This figure is inverted for RAVEN
which obtains a 4-fold improvement over the base
model inferring the correct answer more than 85%
of the time. Our model improves on the best GPT-
3.5 performance by close to 10% (absolute). All
the questions in this dataset can be addressed using
the lightweight database engine and involve a com-
bination of data selection, ranking and arithmetic
operations on structured data. This result under-
scores the distinct advantage of delegating this task
to a tool rather than relying on the language model
to infer the results in a zero-shot manner. Despite
the results not being as strong as RAVEN we ob-
serve a similar pattern on the GPT-3.5 evaluation
in which better results are incrementally obtained
when including examples in the context and using
tools compared to COT.

We see a similar pattern on the TAT-QA bench-
mark with the tool augmented model achieving a
5-fold improvement on the base model. Approx-
imately 46% of the observations of the TAT-QA
dataset are annotated with an intermediate arith-
metic derivation that RAVEN evaluates using a cal-
culator at inference time. We perform a compar-
ative analysis to explore whether our model per-
forms better on this portion of the data in the anal-
ysis section (§3.2).

In OTT-QA, the majority of questions require
multi-hop inference involving both tabular data and
unstructured text, with the information needed to
answer the questions dispersed across these two
input types. This dataset does not have annotated
intermediate steps to get to the answer and there-
fore all models are expected to infer the answer
without relying on tools. Despite SFT achieving an
increase in accuracy compared to the base model,
the relatively low score underscores the importance
of intermediate reasoning steps and tools (Chen

et al., 2023).
We observed the BACKOFF mechanism to bring

slight improvement on TAT-QA (51.35% →
52.27%) and WIKI-SQL (84.25% → 85.52%).

Figure 2: Comparison of model performance on the
TAT-QA dataset specifically highlighting the effect of a
tools-augmented model on questions that require multi-
hop reasoning.

Figure 3: Comparison of model performance on the
TAT-QA dataset highlighting the effect of complexity
on model performance.

3.2 Analysis

Is it better to have a separate model for each
task? We developed a model specifically using the
TAT-QA dataset, achieving an evaluation score
of 54.70%. This dedicated model outperforms
RAVEN by 2.4%. We contend that this modest per-
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formance gain does not warrant the added complex-
ity of maintaining separate models and switching
between them during inference.

Why tool augmentation is necessary? Approxi-
mately half of the questions within the TAT-QA
dataset are annotated with an arithmetic equation.
The presence of the equation implies that the lan-
guage model needs to perform multiple actions to
output the correct answer. This process involves
the correct extraction of, at a minimum, two nu-
merical values from the context, followed by the
execution of an arithmetic operation, such as addi-
tion or division. This particular scenario is ideal to
understand the effect of SFT and tool augmentation
by comparing the performance of different models
on the two categories of data from the same dataset.
As shown in Figure 2 the base model without any
fine-tuning is ill-equipped to perform multi-hop
reasoning achieving close to 2% accuracy equat-
ing to ten correct answers of approximately 620.
Although we observe an improvement in the SFT
model, the impact of using tools is evident in the
substantial jump to 56.7% accuracy achieved by
RAVEN. These findings further confirm that SFT
models are able to accurately extract multiple data
points from the context but require external tools to
correctly compose the final answer from the gath-
ered data. This is also evidenced by the consistent
performance of the Information Extraction type
questions between SFT and RAVEN, which only
requires data extraction to answer the question.

The utility of augmenting language models with
external tools is substantiated further through a
comparative analysis of experimental outcomes
on two similar datasets. Addressing questions on
WIKI-SQL and OTT-QA requires multi-hop rea-
soning across diverse forms of data, spanning both
structured and unstructured formats. The primary
difference lies in the annotation method: the WIKI-
SQL dataset is annotated with a data extraction
script which, when executed on the structured data,
yields the answer. In contrast, the OTT-QA dataset
lacks this intermediate derivation step. By delegat-
ing the script execution to an external tool, RAVEN
achieves an exact match accuracy of 85.52% on
WIKI-SQL and 16.03% on OTT-QA, underscor-
ing the effectiveness of fit-for-purpose external
tools in this scenario.

What is the impact of question complexity? On
the TAT-QA dataset we can use the number of
arithmetic operators in the gold arithmetic equation
as a proxy for question complexity. One arithmetic
operator implies the extraction of two numerical

values from the context, two operators, three nu-
merical values, and so on. As shown in Figure 2,
RAVEN’s performance degrades with the number
of numerical values to extract from the context.

4 Conclusion

In this paper we have demonstrated the feasibil-
ity of equipping a LLAMA 2 13B CHAT model
with tool use capabilities via fine-tuning a mere
0.2% of its parameters on a relatively small and di-
verse dataset. The augmentation with tools remark-
ably elevated the performance of the base model
by an average of 35.2% across 4 datasets, surpass-
ing even a significantly larger GPT-3.5 model by
9.2%. Additionally, through a comparative analysis
of question answering datasets we demonstrate the
effectiveness of augmenting language models with
external tools, showing significant improvements
in accuracy when addressing multi-hop questions
with tools.

Limitations

Infrastructure Bottleneck. Our experiments were
constrained with fitting our model on available
commodity hardware. We hypothesise that it would
be possible to obtain better performance using
the larger LLAMA 2 70 billion-parameter model
and a longer context length. Experiments by Tou-
vron et al. (2023) demonstrated that the 70-billion-
parameter model consistently achieves the highest
performance across various prominent natural lan-
guage understanding benchmarks. Additionally, a
longer context length enables experimentation with
diverse prompts as well as alternative representa-
tions of structured data.

Language model evaluation. Free-form natural
language generation (NLG) poses significant eval-
uation challenges that remain under-studied to this
date (Liu et al., 2023). Zheng et al. (2023) ar-
gue that while users prefer the responses of an
instruction-tuned model over the base model, tra-
ditional LLM benchmarks (Liang et al., 2022;
Hendrycks et al., 2021) cannot tell the difference.
This challenge is heightened in specialised domains
such as finance. Common similarity scores such
as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) which measures
n-gram overlap between candidate and reference
sentences are unsuitable due to misleading accu-
racy or penalised semantic correctness (Freitag
et al., 2022). Although BERTSCORE (Zhang et al.,
2020) addresses some of these pitfalls by mea-
suring the similarity of candidate and reference
sentences using pre-trained contextualised embed-
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dings it can still produce high scores for inaccurate
results. For example the candidate and reference
sentences "The amount of goodwill reallocated to
the IOTG operating segment in 2018 was $480 mil-
lion", and "The amount of goodwill reallocated to
the IOTG operating segment in 2018 was $480"
have a BERTSCORE (f1) of 99.17%! These mea-
sures are not suitable for comparing numerical con-
tent.

Conversely, using exact match criteria might un-
justly penalise NLG models, given that identical
numerical values can be expressed in varying forms
- such as "$4 million" and "$4,000,000," or "0.24"
and "24%,". In some cases, numerical values can
be integrated within a passage of text, rendering the
evaluation of such content very challenging. In our
evaluation we have normalised different formatting
(such as converting values to percentages where
appropriate), however a universal normalising al-
gorithm in this space is outside the scope of our
research.

GPT-3.5 evaluation. Evaluating our benchmark
with GPT-3.5 poses significant challenges, espe-
cially when using ZERO-SHOT (COT) (Kojima
et al., 2022). GPT-3.5 does not consistently adhere
to instructions for providing a concise response,
such as a single word or number, which makes ex-
act match comparisons challenging. Additionally,
we have noticed that GPT-3.5 does not generate a
response when uncertain. This is particularly evi-
dent when evaluating the FPB, which does not ex-
hibit common sentiment negative or positive words.

Ethics Statement

Our work is built on top of existing pre-trained
language models. Our goal was not to attend to al-
leviate the well-documented is- sues (e.g., privacy,
undesired biases, etc) that such models embody.
For this reason, we share the similar potential risks
and concerns posed by these models. Additionally,
our SFT was conducted on publicly available re-
search benchmarks, and as such the additional SFT
step used in RAVEN is unlikely to introduce any
new area of risk.
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A Background on LMs in Finance

Araci (2019) tackles financial sentiment analysis by further pre-training BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) on a
financial corpus and uses the resulting sentence embeddings to obtain higher text semantic representation
before training a downstream sentiment classifier. The author concludes that fine-tuning the generic
language model captures the nuances of financial terminology demonstrated by the absolute SOTA
improvement of 15%. Bommarito et al. (2023) use the TEXT-DAVINCI-0038 API to assess whether LLMs
have the potential to augment industry knowledge workers. In agreement with earlier findings (Nye
et al., 2021), Bommarito et al. (2023)’s model under-performs human performance by a large margin on
quantitative reasoning tasks of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA) assessment
while approaching human levels on multiple choice questions, achieving an accuracy rate of 14.4% and
57.6% respectively. Wu et al. (2023) train a 50 billion parameter LLM using Bloomberg’s closed source
datasets and general-purpose data to obtain BloombergGPT, the first large scale specialised language
model in the finance domain. The resulting model performs well on financial benchmarks while retaining
general-purpose performance comparable to other foundational models.

B Training Details

Training details. We use the pre-trained weights of LLAMA 2 13B CHAT (Touvron et al., 2023) for
the base model and LLAMATOKENIZER for prompt tokenisation. We limit the maximum context length
to 1,204 tokens and discard any training observations that exceed this limit after tokenisation. Due to
hardware constraints we use a per device train batch of one and accumulate the gradient for 128 steps
achieving the equivalent batch_size of 128 and use quantisation to load the model in 8-bit (Dettmers
et al., 2022). We adapt the same optimiser, learning_rate and warmup_steps as Taori et al. (2023),
and set these to adamw, 3 × 10−4 and 100, respectively. We use Low Rank Adaptation to reduce the
number of trainable parameters and similar to Taori et al. (2023) set the rank and alpha hyper-parameters
to 16, dropout to 0.05 and target the q_proj, k_proj, v_proj, and o_proj modules of the base model.
This reduces the trainable parameters to 26,214,400 or 0.2% of the base model. The final models are
trained for 5 epochs totalling 1,200 steps.

Training hardware. We train the models on commodity hardware equipped with a 13th Gen Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-13700KF CPU at 3.40 GHz, 64 GB installed RAM and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4090 GPU
with 24 GB onboard RAM. The final model consumed 100 GPU hours during training and 10 GPU hours
for evaluation.

Carbon footprint. Given we train two models and an average consumption of 400 Wh we estimate
the total power consumption to be 88 kWh with a carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions of 0.081
tonnes9. To obtain a realistic measure of emissions we also need to consider multiple training experiments
with different settings leading to the final models including with different hyper-parameters, prompt
templates and other mix of datasets. We estimate the realistic total consumption and emissions is 10-fold
that of the final models.

GPT-3.5 Experiments We compare our results with GPT-3.5 using few-shot in-context learning. We
use the following system to steer the model into producing a short answer. "You are a data expert that
can reason over structured and unstructured data. Use the following examples to help you reason over
the final question. Follow the same format of the examples to answer the final question. Output a short
response with the answer only and do not include any explanations or introductory sentences."

C Templates

Below are a few examples of prompts generated from the datasets used to train RAVEN.

C.1 TAT-QA
Example 1 - The response is an equation
Below is an instruction that describes a task, coupled with input and data providing additional context.

8https://platform.openai.com/docs/models/gpt-3-5
9https://carbonpositiveaustralia.org.au/carbon-footprint-calculator
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Formulate an arithmetic equation to generate the answer.

### Instruction:
What was the change in the basic net earnings per share between 2017 and 2019?

### Input:
(5) Earnings Per Share Basic earnings per share is computed by dividing Net earnings attributable to
Black Knight by the weighted-average number of shares of common stock outstanding during the period.
For the periods presented, potentially dilutive securities include unvested restricted stock awards and
the shares of BKFS Class B common stock prior to the Distribution. For the year ended December 31,
2017, the numerator in the diluted net earnings per share calculation is adjusted to reflect our income tax
expense at an expected effective tax rate assuming the conversion of the shares of BKFS Class B common
stock into shares of BKFS Class A common stock on a one-for-one basis prior to the Distribution. The
effective tax rate for the year ended December 31, 2017 was (16.7)%, including the effect of the benefit
related to the revaluation of our net deferred income tax liability and certain other discrete items recorded
during 2017. For the year ended December 31, 2017, the denominator includes approximately 63.1
million shares of BKFS Class B common stock outstanding prior to the Distribution. The denominator
also includes the dilutive effect of approximately 0.9 million, 0.6 million and 0.6 million shares of
unvested restricted shares of common stock for the years ended December 31, 2019, 2018 and 2017,
respectively. The shares of BKFS Class B common stock did not share in the earnings or losses of Black
Knight and were, therefore, not participating securities. Accordingly, basic and diluted net earnings per
share of BKFS Class B common stock have not been presented. The computation of basic and diluted
earnings per share is as follows (in millions, except per share amounts):

### Data:
{"header": ["", "", "Year ended December 31,", ""], "rows": [["", "2019", "2018", "2017"], ["Basic:",
"", "", ""], ["Net earnings attributable to Black Knight", "$108.8", "$168.5", "$182.3"], ["Shares used
for basic net earnings per share:", "", "", ""], ["Weighted average shares of common stock outstanding",
"147.7", "147.6", "88.7"], ["Basic net earnings per share", "$0.74", "$1.14", "$2.06"], ["Diluted:", "", "",
""], ["Earnings before income taxes and equity in losses of unconsolidated affiliates", "", "", "$192.4"],
["Income tax benefit excluding the effect of noncontrolling interests", "", "", "(32.2)"], ["Net earnings", "",
"", "$224.6"], ["Net earnings attributable to Black Knight", "$108.8", "$168.5", ""], ["Shares used for
diluted net earnings per share:", "", "", ""], ["Weighted average shares of common stock outstanding",
"147.7", "147.6", "88.7"], ["Dilutive effect of unvested restricted shares of common", "", "", ""], ["stock",
"0.9", "0.6", "0.6"], ["Weighted average shares of BKFS Class B common stock outstanding", "", "",
"63.1"], ["Weighted average shares of common stock, diluted", "148.6", "148.2", "152.4"], ["Diluted net
earnings per share", "$0.73", "$1.14", "$1.47"]]}

### Equation:
0.74-2.06

Example 2 - The response is determined from the text or table
Here is a instruction detailing a task, accompanied by input and data providing additional context. Provide
a suitable reply that effectively fulfills the inquiry.

### Instruction:
What was the Additions based on tax positions related to current year in 2019 and 2018 respectively?

### Input:
A reconciliation of the beginning and ending amount of unrecognized tax benefits is as follows: Interest
and penalty charges, if any, related to uncertain tax positions are classified as income tax expense in the
accompanying consolidated statements of operations. As of March 31, 2019 and 2018, the Company had
immaterial accrued interest or penalties related to uncertain tax positions. The Company is subject to
taxation in the United Kingdom and several foreign jurisdictions. As of March 31, 2019, the Company is
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no longer subject to examination by taxing authorities in the United Kingdom for years prior to March
31, 2017. The significant foreign jurisdictions in which the Company operates are no longer subject to
examination by taxing authorities for years prior to March 31, 2016. In addition, net operating loss
carryforwards in certain jurisdictions may be subject to adjustments by taxing authorities in future years
when they are utilized. The Company had approximately $24.9 million of unremitted foreign earnings as
of March 31, 2019. Income taxes have been provided on approximately $10.0 million of the unremitted
foreign earnings. Income taxes have not been provided on approximately $14.9 million of unremitted
foreign earnings because they are considered to be indefinitely reinvested. The tax payable on the earnings
that are indefinitely reinvested would be immaterial.

### Data:
{"header": ["", "Year ended March 31,", ""], "rows": [["", "2019", "2018"], ["Beginning bal-
ance", "$6,164", "$4,931"], ["Additions based on tax positions related to current year", "164",
"142"], ["Additions for tax positions of prior years", "231", "1,444"], ["Reductions due to change
in foreign exchange rate ", "(301)", "(353)"], ["Expiration of statutes of limitation", "(165)", ""],
["Reductions due to settlements with tax authorities", "(77)", ""], ["Ending balance", "$6,016", "$6,164"]]}

### Response:
164, 142

Example 3 - The response is an equation
Below is an instruction that describes a task, coupled with input and data providing additional context.
Formulate an arithmetic equation to generate the answer.

### Instruction:
What is the average value per share that Robert Andersen acquired on vesting?

### Input:
Option Exercises and Stock Vested The table below sets forth information concerning the number of
shares acquired on exercise of option awards and vesting of stock awards in 2019 and the value realized
upon vesting by such officers. (1) Amounts realized from the vesting of stock awards are calculated by
multiplying the number of shares that vested by the fair market value of a share of our common stock on
the vesting date.

### Data:
{"header": ["", "Option Awards", "", "Stock Awards", ""], "rows": [["Name", "Number of Shares Acquired
on Exercise (#)", "Value Realized on Exercise ($)", "Number of Shares Acquired on Vesting (#)", "Value
Realized on Vesting ($)"], ["Jon Kirchner", "", "", "153,090", "3,428,285"], ["Robert Andersen", "", "",
"24,500", "578,806"], ["Paul Davis", "", "", "20,500", "482,680"], ["Murali Dharan", "", "", "15,000",
"330,120"], ["Geir Skaaden", "", "", "21,100", "500,804"]]}

### Equation:
578,806/24,500

C.2 PhraseBank

Example 1
Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with an input that provides further context. Write a
response that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:
Determine the sentiment of the following.

### Input:
The plant will be fired with a combination of spruce bark, chipped logging residues or milled peat.
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### Response:
neutral

Example 2
Below is an instruction that describes a task, paired with an input that provides further context. Write a
response that appropriately completes the request.

### Instruction:
Determine the sentiment of the following.

### Input:
Operating profit improved by 27% to EUR 579.8mn from EUR 457.2mn in 2006.

### Response:
positive

C.3 Wiki-SQL

Example 1
Below is an instruction that describes a task, coupled with contextual data. Compose an SQL script
capable of being run on the data to generate the solution.

### Instruction:
How many people watched at Glenferrie Oval?

### Data:
{"header": ["Home team", "Home team score", "Away team", "Away team score", "Venue", "Crowd",
"Date"], "rows": [["North Melbourne", "12.10 (82)", "South Melbourne", "11.14 (80)", "Arden Street
Oval", "6,000", "4 August 1928"], ["Fitzroy", "13.12 (90)", "Footscray", "12.17 (89)", "Brunswick Street
Oval", "12,000", "4 August 1928"], ["Richmond", "11.13 (79)", "Melbourne", "7.8 (50)", "Punt Road
Oval", "26,000", "4 August 1928"], ["Geelong", "4.14 (38)", "Essendon", "12.10 (82)", "Corio Oval",
"10,000", "4 August 1928"], ["Hawthorn", "9.9 (63)", "Collingwood", "17.18 (120)", "Glenferrie Oval",
"5,000", "4 August 1928"], ["St Kilda", "13.15 (93)", "Carlton", "10.9 (69)", "Junction Oval", "31,000",
"4 August 1928"]], "types": ["text", "text", "text", "text", "text", "real", "text"], "caption": "Round 15"}

### SQL:
SELECT SUM([Crowd]) FROM data_table WHERE LOWER([Venue]) = LOWER(’glenferrie oval’)’

C.4 OTT-QA

Example 1
Here is a instruction detailing a task, accompanied by data providing additional context. Provide a suitable
reply that effectively fulfills the inquiry.

### Instruction:
How many kilometers is the airport from the Australian city known for housing the Towsers Huts?

### Data:
{"header": ["Community", "Airport name", "Type", "ICAO", "IATA"], "rows": [["Albury", "Albury
Airport", "Public", "YMAY", "ABX"], ["Armidale", "Armidale Airport", "Public", "YARM", "ARM"],
["Ballina", "Ballina Byron Gateway Airport", "Public", "YBNA", "BNK"], ["Balranald", "Balranald
Airport", "Public", "YBRN", "BZD"], ["Bankstown , Sydney", "Bankstown Airport", "Airschool",
"YSBK", "BWU"], ["Bathurst", "Bathurst Airport", "Public", "YBTH", "BHS"], ["Bourke", "Bourke
Airport", "Public", "YBKE", "BRK"], ["Brewarrina", "Brewarrina Airport", "Public", "YBRW", "BWQ"],
["Broken Hill", "Broken Hill Airport", "Public", "YBHI", "BHQ"], ["Camden", "Camden Airport",
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"Public", "YSCN", "CDU"], ["Cessnock", "Cessnock Airport", "Public", "YCNK", "CES"], ["Cobar",
"Cobar Airport", "Public", "YCBA", "CAZ"], ["Coffs Harbour", "Coffs Harbour Airport", "Public",
"YCFS", "CFS"], ["Collarenebri", "Collarenebri Airport", "Public", "YCBR", "CRB"], ["Condobolin",
"Condobolin Airport", "Public", "YCDO", "CBX"], ["Coolah", "Coolah Airport", "Public", "YCAH", ""],
["Cooma", "Cooma - Polo Flat Airport", "Public", "YPFT", ""], ["Cooma", "Cooma - Snowy Mountains
Airport", "Public", "YCOM", "OOM"], ["Coonabarabran", "Coonabarabran Airport", "Public", "YCBB",
"COJ"], ["Coonamble", "Coonamble Airport", "Public", "YCNM", "CNB"]], "caption": "List of airports
in New South Wales"}

### Response:
3

C.5 Template choice

Example 1 - Arithmetic Template
Here is a instruction, input and data detailing a task. Which template is best suited to fulfil this inquiry.

### Instruction:
What was the % change in gains recognized in other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax of $1, $11,
and $4 from 2018 to 2019?

### Input:
Cash Flow Hedge Gains (Losses) We recognized the following gains (losses) on foreign exchange
contracts designated as cash flow hedges: We do not have any net derivative gains included in AOCI as
of June 30, 2019 that will be reclassified into earnings within the following 12 months. No significant
amounts of gains (losses) were reclassified from AOCI into earnings as a result of forecasted transactions
that failed to occur during fiscal year 2019.

### Data:
{"header": ["(In millions)", "", "", ""], "rows": [["Year Ended June 30,", "2019", "2018", "2017"],
["Effective Portion", "", "", ""], ["Gains recognized in other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax of $1,
$11, and $4", "$ 159", "$ 219", "$ 328"], ["Gains reclassified from accumulated other comprehensive
income (loss) into revenue", "341", "185", "555"], ["Amount Excluded from Effectiveness Assessment
and Ineffective Portion", "", "", ""], ["Losses recognized in other income (expense), net", "(64)", "(255)",
"(389)"]]}

### Template:
arithmetic

Example 2 - Script Template
Here is a instruction and data detailing a task. Which template is best suited to fulfil this inquiry.

### Instruction:
In what division was there a population density in km2 of 4,491.8 in 2011?

### Data:
{"header": ["Administrative division", "Area (km) 2011**", "Population 2001 Census (Adjusted)",
"Population 2011 Census (Adjusted)", "Population density (/km 2011)"], "rows": [["Dhaka District",
"1,463.6", 9036647, 12517361, "8,552.4"], ["=> Savar Upazila", "282.11", 629695, 1442885, "5,114.6"],
["=> Keraniganj Upazila", "166.82", 649373, 824538, "4,942.68"], ["Narayanganj District", "684.37",
2300514, 3074078, "4,491.8"], ["=> Narayanganj Sadar Upazila", "100.74", 946205, 1381796,
"13,716.5"], ["=> Bandar Upazila", "54.39", 267021, 327149, "6,014.8"], ["=> Rupganj Upazila",
"176.48", 423135, 558192, "3,162.9"], ["Gazipur District", "1,806.36", 2143200, 3548115, "1,964.2"],
["=> Gazipur Sadar Upazila", "457.67", 925454, 1899575, "4,150.5"], ["=> Kaliakair Upazila", "314.13",
278967, 503976, "1,604.3"], ["Narsingdi District", "1,150.14", 1983499, 2314899, "2,012.7"], ["=>
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Narsingdi Sadar Upazila", "213.43", 606474, 737362, "3,454.8"], ["=> Palash Upazila", "94.43", 198106,
221979, "2,350.7"]], "types": ["text", "text", "real", "real", "text"]}

### Template:
script
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